Synthesis and piezoelectric properties of freestanding ferroelectric films based on barium strontium titanate
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Abstract

In this work, the membrane structures based on lead-free ferroelectric barium strontium titanate with composition $\text{Ba}_{0.8}\text{Sr}_{0.2}\text{TiO}_3$ (BSTO) were fabricated by a magnetron sputtering method. The formation of a single-phase $\text{Ba}_{0.8}\text{Sr}_{0.2}\text{TiO}_3$ with thickness of 300 nm sintered on Si substrate is confirmed by XRD analysis. It is shown that films without a silicon substrate exhibit ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties. The piezoelectric and ferroelectric behaviors of BSTO thin film without a silicon substrate were confirmed through a piezoelectric force microscopy and Kelvin probe force microscopy and measurements of the effective piezoelectric coefficients ($d_{33}$ and $d_{15}$). Images of the residual potential of polarized areas have been obtained on the membranes, which are stable over time despite the absence of a lower electrode. Additionally, a local of ferroelectric hysteresis loop has been observed. A combination of the structural and piezoelectric measurements reveals that it possible to create freestanding ferroelectric films based on $\text{Ba}_{0.8}\text{Sr}_{0.2}\text{TiO}_3$ system, establishing it as a promising candidate for high-performance electromechanical applications.
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1. Introduction

Electromechanical energy conversion of piezoelectric materials is the basis for a wide range of sensor and communication technologies, including those used for ultrasound imaging and cell phones [1–3]. For electromechanical energy harvesting [4, 5], as well as flexible electronics [6, 7], nanomotors [8] and medical applications [9–11], it is necessary to obtain flexible piezoelectric materials and create devices based on these materials. Modern areas of piezoelectric applications include thin-film technologies [12–14]; however, the film substrates are usually rigid, which hinders the development of flexible devices. Therefore, flexible piezoelectric devices are typically based on either nanowires [4] or thin film systems, but with substrates that have been developed specially for such applications [15, 16]. Most piezoelectrics that have found practical application are lead based on oxide materials with high piezoelectric coefficients. However, the toxicity of these materials is undesirable for environmental reasons and makes them unsuitable for medical use. In addition, the traditional thin-film geometry limits electromechanical excitation modes. That is, a uniaxial electric field leads, as a rule, to parallel or perpendicular
uniaxial or biaxial mechanical deformation (or vice versa). However, interest in flexible electronic technologies is generating a new need for improved electromechanical excitation modes [17]. Removing the substrate for piezoelectric films or membranes increases their functional properties [18–21] mainly due to mechanically induced reorganization of ferroelectric domains [22]. However, the production of films without a substrate remains a challenge.

Lu et al. [23] recently demonstrated a general method for preparing oxide materials in the form of membranes, i.e., continuous free-standing thin films without substrates. Dong et al. [24], have used this method to treat BaTiO$_3$ membranes, which are a well-known lead-free piezoelectric and ferroelectric material. Superelasticity and superflexibility, which arise from the irregular dynamics of ferroelectric domains in these membranes, have been demonstrated. Folded membranes based on BaTiO$_3$ (BTO)/poly(dimethylsiloxane) with finely controlled parallel, zigzag and mosaic patterns were also prepared [25]. Self-assembled membranes with periodic folded patterns are critical building blocks of various flexible electronics, where folds are typically designed and fabricated to provide various functionalities. However, the production of membranes based on oxide materials is challenging due to their inherent strong covalent or ionic bonding, which usually leads to cracking and destruction. BTO layers exhibit excellent flexibility and can form well-ordered and periodic folds when compressed in the stress plane. Increased piezoelectricity is observed in the areas of peaks and valleys, where the largest strain gradient is generated. Atomistic simulations also showed that elasticity and the correlated interaction between polarization and strain-strain gradient are closely related to ferroelectric domain switching and continuous dipole rotation. Out-of-plane polarization is mainly generated in compression regions, while in-plane polarization dominates in tension regions. Wrinkled ferroelectric oxides with different strain regions and correlated polarization distributions would pave the way for new flexible electronics.

Another key component of a dynamic, large-area, deformable, and wearable sensing device is the creation of flexible thin-film electrodes. An ideal flexible conductive material should have high electrical conductivity and strength even under extreme and complicated mechanical deformation conditions. In addition, mechanical flexibility and stability are priority characteristics for research and development.

2. Objects and research methods

For our study, a silicon membrane with a ferroelectric film of BSTO composition deposited on its surface was prepared as shown in Fig. 1a. The silicon membrane was formed by using a [100] silicon ($p$-type) substrate by liquid photolithography. The diameter of the manufactured silicon membranes at the base was ~1.2 mm and the membrane thickness was 20 μm (see Fig. 1b).

The BSTO film deposition was carried out by high-frequency (RF) sputtering of a stoichiometric target of the same composition at elevated oxygen pressures on a Plasma 50 SE installation. Sputtering of the BSTO films was performed under the following conditions: oxygen pressure during the sputtering process was 60 Pa; the distance between target and substrate was 10 mm; the substrate temperature was 630 °C. The film growth rate was ~6.0 nm/min at these conditions. The crystal structure of BSTO films was studied by X-ray diffraction analysis on an automated double-crystal diffractometer DRON-3 operating according to the Bragg–Brentano scheme. An X-ray tube with a copper anode was used as a radiation source with the wavelength of 0.1541 nm. A quartz monochromator was used to isolate the $K_{\alpha 1}$ line from the spectrum.

To visualize the surface, piezoelectric response and surface potential signal, a scanning probe microscope Ntegra Prima (NT-MDT Spectrum Instruments, Russia) was used. The measurements were carried out by using the piezoelectric response force microscopy (the MCos signal was recorded) by applying an alternating voltage with an amplitude of 3 V and a frequency of 27 kHz to a conducting probe, as well as in the Kelvin mode using

![Figure 1. Schematic representation of the fabricated structure (a); optical image of the membrane (top view) (b)](image)
probes of the NSG10/Pt series to record the surface potential signal. The scanning area did not exceed $20 \times 20 \mu m^2$.

3. Results and discussion

The results of X-ray diffraction analysis of the BSTO film are shown in Fig. 2. The diffraction pattern clearly shows lines corresponding to the (001) and (110) BSTO planes. Based on the intensity ratio of the (001)/(110) BSTO peaks, one can state that the predominant orientation is (001). Also, the film reflexes are shifted toward smaller angles. This means that the lattice parameters shifted upward with respect to the table ones by approximately 0.5%, which indicates a small deviation between the film compositions. The average size of the coherent scattering regions estimated from the width of the X-ray peaks was about 5 nm.

The BSTO membrane surface, visualized using a scanning probe microscope, has a grain structure with an average crystallite size of 150–200 nm and roughness parameters: $R_z = 5.1$ nm and $R_a = 4.0$ nm (Fig. 3 a). Contrast areas that have a certain direction of polarization are visible on the vertical (Fig. 3 b) and lateral (Fig. 3 c) piezoresponse signals.

To calculate the values of the effective piezoelectric coefficients $d_{33}$ and $d_{15}$, we have used the methodology proposed in the work [26].

An alternating voltage of varying amplitude (from 1 to 10 V) with a frequency of 27 kHz, which is much lower than the contact resonance frequency of the probe-sample system, was applied to the cantilever of a scanning probe microscope, and the deformation of the sample under the influence of alternating voltage was recorded in units of picometers. Next, the values of $d_{33}$ (based on the vertical piezoresponse signal) and $d_{15}$ (based on the lateral piezoresponse signal) were found from the approximation by a linear function of the resulting deformations. The results of calculations are presented in Fig. 4.

The following numerical values of the effective piezoelectric coefficients on the membrane: $d_{33} = 3.1$ pm/V and $d_{15} = 25.3$ pm/V were obtained. In comparison, the values obtained for the BSTO film were $d_{33} = 15$ pm/V (Fig. 5).

In the process of polarizing the membrane with a constant voltage, it was possible to form stable regions with
Figure 4. Results of calculations on the effective $d_{33}$ and $d_{15}$ values for a BSTO-based membrane.

Figure 5. Results of calculations on the effective $d_{33}$ values for a membrane and a film based on BSTO.

Figure 6. Topography of the BSTO-based membrane (a); surface potential signal obtained immediately after pre-polarization (b), after 1 h (c), after 2 h (d), and profiles (e) drawn in the middle of the images presented in (b–d): 1 is immediately after polarization; 2 is 1 h later and 3 is 2 h after polarization (the dark and light squares correspond to polarization voltages of −10 V and +10 V, respectively).
different orientations of polarization from and towards the surface (Fig. 6). It was shown that polarization with a constant voltage does not produce any effect on the membrane surface (Fig. 6a). In the Kelvin mode, the temporal stability of polarized regions, which were preliminarily obtained in the piezoelectric response force microscopy mode, was studied.

In Figs 6b–6d, the “light” square reflects the result of applying a voltage of +10 V to the cantilever of a scanning probe microscope and the “dark” square corresponds to polarization at −10 V. As was shown earlier [27], the use of the Kelvin mode, which is non-contact, significantly reduces the effects of depolarization of the induced region during scanning compared to the use of the contact scanning mode, where the piezoresponse signal is recorded by applying an alternating voltage comparable to the switching voltage in the case of films less than 100 nm thick.

The analysis showed that the contrast of induced areas, visualized in the Kelvin mode, is well visualized for an extended time. In 2 h after polarization, the signal amplitude of the polarized areas decreased by less than 40% compared to the initial signal obtained immediately after polarization (Fig. 6e).

A local piezoelectric hysteresis loop was obtained, which confirmed the polarization switching and the ferroelectric nature of the BSTO membrane (Fig. 7). The hysteresis loop is characterized by low switching voltage values of ~2 V.

4. Conclusion

We have fabricated a structure consisting of a silicon membrane (20 μm thickness) with a deposited BSTO ferroelectric film of 300 nm thickness. The crystal structure and piezoelectric properties of the freestanding BSTO film have been investigated. In the piezoelectric response force microscopy mode, the domain structure of the BSTO film is visualized, the values of effective piezoelectric coefficients and local hysteresis loops are obtained. As a result of the experiment the values $d_{33} = 3.1$ pm/V and $d_{15} = 25.3$ pm/V were obtained. Polarized regions after applied a DC voltage of magnitude ±10 V to the cantilever of the scanning probe microscope are stable over time. The presence of a piezoelectric hysteresis loop also confirms the ferroelectric nature of BSTO-based membrane structures.
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